Knockdown CD44 promote the inflammatory response through the autophagy pathway in mouse models of pulmonary contusion
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Background: The effects of CD44, via the anti-inflammatory functions of autophagy, on lung injuries following pulmonary contusion (PC) and cell apoptosis were investigated.

Methods: Acute lung injury (ALI) mouse models were established by inducing lung injury via PC. This injury was verified using hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining, following which bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) was collected from these mice for analysis and further experimentation. CD44, LC3 I/II ratio, Beclin-1, and p62 expression levels in A549 cells were determined using immunohistochemistry, and western blot assays. CCK-8, flow cytometry, and acridine orange/ethidium bromide (AO/EB) fluorescence staining were used to quantify cell growth induced by BALF. LC3 II and LC3 I expression was determined through immunofluorescence. CD44-knockdown mice were used to demonstrate lung function after PC.

Results: The successful establishment of the ALI mouse models, created via PC was confirmed by an enhanced inflammatory response in the lung tissue, markers of cell autophagy. The ALI mice were found to have elevated CD44 expression. The viability of A549 cells exposed to BALF was downregulated, while the knockdown of CD44 promoted this effect. AO/EB and flow cytometry also indicated that the knockdown of CD44 promoted the cell apoptosis induced by BALF. Western blot analysis showed that knockdown of CD44 can inhibit LC3 I/II, p62, and Beclin-1 expression induced by BALF exposure. Additionally, knockdown of CD44 in mice was found to promote PC-induced lung injury through the attenuation of autophagy.

Conclusions: Knockdown CD44 was shown to inhibit cell growth and induced cell apoptosis via autophagy signaling pathways, promote mice with ALI induced by PC in vivo and in vitro.
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Introduction

Every year approximately 5.8 million patients are hospitalized and die from multiple trauma, making multiple trauma the leading cause of death in the world (1-3). Intensive care unit (ICU) treatment is required by 37.5% of patients with multiple trauma (4). Of patients with multiple trauma, those with chest trauma have the third-highest mortality rate after patients with brain trauma and abdominal trauma. Chest trauma often leads to pulmonary
contusion (PC). Patients with PC account for approximately 30% of hospitalized multiple trauma patients, and the PC patient mortality rate is as high as 10–25% (5,6). As an independent risk factor for acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and ventilator-associated pneumonia, PC prolongs the duration of hospital stay, increases patient medical costs, and is also closely related to patient mortality (7,8). Cytokines, the complement system, and the coagulation system are involved in activating inflammation following trauma. This persistent excessive inflammatory response after trauma is closely related to the occurrence of acute lung injury (ALI) (9).

CD44 is a cell surface glycoprotein involved in cell migration and adhesion, as well as cell-cell interactions. This glycoprotein has been found to be directly involved in the development of multiple diseases, including lung inflammation (10-12). The binding of CD44-specific monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) to CD44, for instance, can trigger lymphocyte proliferation (13,14). This is comparable to interleukin (IL)-2-dependent lymphocyte proliferation observed in cells stimulated with anti-CD3 mAbs. CD44 binding has also been found to be involved in natural killer (NK) 2 activation by increasing NK-mediated cell lysis of NK-sensitive targets (15). The importance of CD44 in the inflammatory response is supported by numerous studies (13,16,17).

Autophagy is a highly conserved intracellular degradation process and is a cell protection mechanism (18). Multiple stress factors, such as damage caused by trauma-related inflammation, hyperoxia, and sepsis, may induce autophagy and contribute to the pathogenesis of ALI. An example that supports the involvement of autophagy in ALI is that 3-methyladenine, an autophagy inhibitor, provides protection against endothelial cell barrier dysfunction in this condition (19). Additionally, autophagy has been found to be involved in rapamycin-mediated LPS-induced ALI in rats (20). Autophagy has also been shown to be an essential component of ALI, but its role and mechanism in PC-induced lung injury have yet to be conclusively determined.

The hypothesis tested in this study was that CD44 activation results in increased autophagy, indicating that CD44 plays a vital role in the development of PC-induced lung injury. We further examined the role and mechanism of CD44 knockdown in A549 cells exposed to the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) of ALI mouse models, as well as how CD44 knockdown mice respond to lung injury. This study provided insights that further develop the understanding of the role of CD44 in PC-induced lung injury. We present the following article in accordance with the ARRIVE reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/apm-20-378).

Methods

Differential expression analysis of genes in multiple trauma

We downloaded the expression profile dataset GSE36809 from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database to analyze multiple trauma data. This contained the data of 820 severe blunt trauma samples and 37 control samples. After downloading the original data, we standardized and analyzed our data using R software affy and limma packages. Using a |logFC| value of >1 (bottom 2) and a P value of <0.05 for filtering, we obtained the differentially expressed genes (DEGs). The limma package was used to analyze the expression profile data to obtain the normalized expression level of each probe. The ggplot2 package was used to construct volcano plots.

Animals

Male C57BL/6 mice (Beijing Vital River Laboratory Animal Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing, China) and male CD44-deficient (CD44–/–) mice (CD44 knockdown mice) (Model Animal Research Center of Nanjing University, Nanjing, China) that were aged matched from 8–12 weeks were used in this study. The Ethics Committee of Harbin Medical University (No. IRB-AF/SC-08/050, Heilongjiang, China) approved all experimental procedures. The procedures complied with all related state regulations.

PC model

The animals were first randomly assigned to the following experimental groups: the sham group, the PC group, the CD44 knockout group (the CD44–/– group), and the PC plus CD44 knockout group (the PC + CD44–/– group).

A cortical contusion impactor (CCI) was used to induce PC as described in previous literature (21). The mice were first anesthetized by an intraperitoneal injection of 60 mg/kg of pentobarbital sodium. Each mouse was placed in the prone position and the CCI was inserted along the posterior axillary line of the right chest, 1 cm above the costal margin. A precise quantity of energy (152 J/m²) was applied to induce a reproducible PC. The sham mice only received...
The mice were sacrificed 24 hours after injury by means of pentobarbital overdose by intraperitoneal injection and cervical dislocation. BALF and lung tissue were collected at the time of death.

**Bronchoalveolar lavage and cytology**

After the mice were sacrificed, median sternotomy was used to expose the lungs and mouth of each mouse. An intravenous infusion needle was inserted into the exposed trachea. BALF was obtained via cannulation of the trachea with a 24-gauge feeding needle and serial lavage of the lungs using 1 mL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS); this was done three times and the BALF from each procedure was combined.

**Histological analysis**

Lung tissues from the sacrificed mice were isolated and fixed overnight with 10% buffered formalin, following which they were embedded in paraffin. The samples were cut into 4-μm sections and stained using hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Histological evaluation of the tissue was performed using light microscopy, including evaluation of cellular infiltration. A semiquantitative scoring system described in previous literature was used to determine pathological severity response. This scoring system required information on alveolar wall thickness, aggregation of neutrophils or leukocyte infiltration, and hemorrhage and alveolar congestion, producing a grade of 0 (absent) to 4 (extensive) (22).

**Western blot analysis**

Western blot analysis was used to evaluate the expression of LC3, p62 and Beclin-1 in A549 cells after these cells had been exposed to BALF for 24 hours (15). To homogenize the cells, 20 mg was mixed with 200 μL of RIPA buffer (Shanghai Beyotime Biotechnology Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China), and then the membranes were blocked overnight with 5% skim milk at 4 °C. This was followed by incubation with rabbit anti-human primary mAbs (1:1,000) at room temperature for 2 hours. After the membranes had been washed, the mixture was incubated for an hour with cationized horseradish peroxidase (CHRP)-conjugated secondary antibodies (goat anti-rabbit 1:2,000 Zhongshanjinqiao, China). The membranes were then developed under ultraviolet light and examined with an image analyzing system.

**Acridine orange/ethidium bromide (AO/EB) fluorescence staining**

A549 cells were exposed to BALF and CD44-siRNA for 48 hours. The cells were then incubated for 5 minutes with AO/EB (Solarbio Biotechnology, China) at a scale of 1:1. The following formula was used to calculate the percentage of apoptotic cells: apoptotic rate (%) = number of apoptotic cells/total number of cells counted.

**Autophagic flux assessment using tandem mRFP-GFP-LC3**

Adenovirus carrying mRFP-GFP-LC3 was purchased from Hanbio Co., Ltd. (China). To examine autophagy flux, A549 cells were exposed to BALF and CD44-siRNA and then infected with mRFP-GFP-LC3 adenovirus. The medium was changed after 12 hours and fluorescence images were captured 24 hours after infection. Colocalization of GFP and mRFP fluorescence indicated that a compartment had not fused with a lysosome. An mRFP signal without GFP, however, indicated that a compartment had fused with a lysosome.

**Flow cytometry**

Apoptosis of the A549 cells treat with BALF; BALF + CD44-siRNA was determined using flow cytometry. Briefly, the transfected cells were reseeded into 6-cm dishes at a density of 2×10^5 cells per dish. After 48 hours, the cells were digested using 0.25% trypsin. The cells were then centrifuged, collected, and fixed overnight using precooled 70% ethanol. To analyze apoptosis, the immobilized cells were incubated with 5 ll Annexin V-FITC and 5 ll PI (Beyotime, China) for 20 minutes in the dark at 25 °C. A BD FACSCalibur Flow Cytometer (BD Biosciences, USA) was used for the analysis.

**Statistical analysis**

The statistical analyses were conducted using GraphPad Prism 8.0 software. The data are presented as mean ± SD. Comparisons were conducted using analysis of variance and Student’s t-tests. A P value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results

CD44 gene expression in multiple trauma patients

Of the DEGs found in trauma patients, we selected two subtypes of CD44 genes for further analysis. We found that CD44 gene expression in multiple trauma patients was significantly elevated compared with the control group (Figure 1) (P<0.01).

Effects of CD44 on lung injury in mice with PC

The H&E staining of the sectioned lung tissue and following histological assessment revealed that the lung tissue was normal in both the sham group and the CD44−/− group: the alveolar structure was complete and there was no interstitial edema, no inflammatory cell infiltration, no alveolar congestion, and no bleeding (Figure 2A). No significant difference in histological score was found between these two groups. In the PC group and the PC + CD44−/− group, the lung tissue had lost its normal morphology and the alveolar septum was significantly thickened. Additionally, there was increased infiltration of inflammatory cells and increased exudation of the alveolar cavity (Figure 2A). Compared with the sham group, the lung pathological scores of the PC group and PC + CD44−/− group increased significantly, and the PC + CD44−/− group showed more pronounced damage (Figure 2B). There was no significant difference between the protein concentration in the PC of the sham group and that of the CD44−/− group. There was a significant difference, however, between the protein concentration in the PC of the sham group and that of the PC group, and an even greater significant difference between that of the sham group and that of the PC + CD44−/− group (Figure 2C).

Effect of CD44 knockdown on BALF-induced injury in A549 cells

To analyze the role of CD44 in A549 cells in vitro, we first determined the viability of A549 cells after BALF exposure in a time and concentration-dependent manner. The viability of A549 cells exposed to BALF decreased, verifying that BALF had caused injury to the cells (Figure S1). We then analyzed the cell growth of A549 cells after exposure to BALF, exposure to CD44-siRNA, or exposure to BALF and CD44-siRNA in combination. CD44-siRNA causes CD44 knockdown and, compared with the BALF group, cells exposed to BALF + CD44-siRNA demonstrated a decrease in cell growth (Figure 3A) and a decrease in the rate of apoptosis (P<0.01) (Figure 3B). Notably, flow cytometry performed on the A549 cells exposed to both BALF and BALF + CD44-siRNA indicated that CD44 knockdown increased BALF-induced cell apoptosis (Figure 3C). These results indicate that CD44-knockdown exerts apoptotic functions in BALF-induced injury to A549 cells.

Effect of CD44 on expression of autophagy pathway proteins in cells exposed to BALF

Autophagy analysis further showed that BALF can up-regulate the expression of LC3 (Figure 4A). We then measured the expression levels of p62, Beclin-1, and LC3 after exposing A549 cells to either BALF or BALF and CD44-siRNA in combination. Cells exposed to BALF and CD44-siRNA in combination showed decreased expression levels of p62, compared with cells exposed only to BALF (P<0.01) (Figure 4B). In cells exposed to CD44-siRNA but not exposed to BALF, the expression levels of Beclin-1 and LC3 II/I were also reduced compared with cells exposed to BALF (P>0.05) (Figure 4B). Double staining immunohistochemistry for LC3 II/I also confirmed the results of protein result of LC3 II/I (Figure 4C). This
data suggests that CD44-knockdown promote BALF-induced injury in A549 cells by regulating the expression of autophagy pathway proteins.

**Effect of CD44 on PC mice lung tissue**

Autophagy relies heavily on Beclin-1, LC3, and p62. Immunohistochemical staining revealed the presence of these proteins in alveolar epithelial cells, vascular endothelial cells, and bronchial epithelial cells. LC3 was predominantly expressed in cell cytoplasm, particularly that of alveolar septal epithelial cells. Compared with the sham group, the PC group showed significantly increased levels of LC3 expression in the lung tissue. The expressions of Beclin-1, LC3, and p62 in the PC + CD44−/− group mice lung tissue were decreased compared with those in the tissue of the BALF group mice (Figure 5A,B,C,D).

**Survival rate of mice**

To observe the effect of CD44 on the 7-day survival rate of mice with PCs, mice were divided into four groups: the sham
group, the CD44–/– group, the PC group, and the PC + CD44–/– group. Each group comprised 10 mice (Figure 6). We observed no differences in survival rates between the CD44–/– group and the sham group. The survival rates of the PC group and the PC + CD44–/– groups, however, were significantly decreased (P<0.01), compared with the sham group. The mice in the PC + CD44–/– group showed higher mortality (P<0.05).

Discussion

Of patients that present with multiple trauma, more than 75% have chest trauma (23), and 25% of these patients require hospitalization. There is more than a 2.5-fold increase in patient mortality, as well as duration of hospital stay, when multiple traumata is complicated by PC. ARDS caused by PC is different to that caused by other conditions, as oxygen treatment alone is not sufficient to relieve hypoxia; severely affected patients may require mechanical ventilation (8,24).

The pathogenesis of PC is complicated (25). In addition to the direct injury, damaged tissue and detached extracellular matrix (ECM) can activate the innate immune system, causing local inflammation of lung tissue (26,27). Subsequent activation and recruitment of neutrophils to the injured alveolar epithelial cells may lead to ARDS (28). The innate immune response directly contributes to the development of ARDS caused by PC (29). Changes in the ECM following lung injury can activate and recruit neutrophils by the release of cytokines and chemokines, which then promote interactions between immune and non-immune lung cells. The trauma of the initial PC-causing injury can release damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), such as hyaluronic acid, heparin sulfate, heat shock protein, HMGB-1, and mitochondrial DNA, which activate endothelial cells and inflammatory cells via TLR2,
TLR4, and CD44 located on cellular surfaces. This results in the release of cytokines and chemokines, recruitment of neutrophils, and activation of macrophages, which together lead to tissue damage.

CD44 is a type I transmembrane glycoprotein that is widely expressed on the surface of various lung cells. This glycoprotein can regulate immune function by mediating cell-to-cell and cell-to-ECM interactions (30,31). We

---

**Figure 4** Effect of CD44 on BALF cell changes during autophagy. (A) LC3 levels after A549 cells were exposed to BALF; (B) levels of p62, Beclin-1, and LC3 after A549 cells were exposed to either BALF or BALF + CD44-siRNA; (C) immunofluorescence staining of LC3 after A549 cells were exposed to either BALF or BALF + CD44-siRNA. Scale bar, 50 μm. Data are presented as mean ± SD, n=3–6 in each group. *, P<0.05 vs. the control group; #, P<0.01 vs. the BALF group. BALF, bronchoalveolar lavage fluid.
Figure 5 Effect of CD44 on autophagy in lung tissue of mice with PC. (A) H&E staining of lung tissue from sham group, CD44−/− group, PC group, and PC + CD44−/− group mice; (B) Beclin-1 expression determined by immunohistochemistry; (C) LC3 expression determined by immunohistochemistry; (D) p62 expression determined by immunohistochemistry. Data are presented as mean ± SD, n=8 in each group. * P<0.05 vs. the control group; # P<0.01 vs. the BALF group. CD44−/−, CD44 knockdown; PC, pulmonary contusion.
analyzed data from trauma-related studies in the GEO database, which revealed significant differences in CD44 gene expression in trauma patients. Along with alveolar tissue destruction, the infiltration of immune cells to the lungs is another characteristic outcome of PC. In this study, using PC modeling we found that, 24 hours following contusion, mice belonging to the PC group and PC + CD44−/− group no longer had normal lung morphology compared with sham group mice. Additionally, the alveolar interval was significantly thickened, inflammatory cell infiltration had occurred, and alveolar exudation was evident in these groups compared with sham group mice. Additionally, the alveolar enactment was significantly thickened, inflammatory cell infiltration had occurred, and alveolar exudation was evident in these groups compared with the sham group. The lung pathological scores of the PC group and PC + CD44−/− group rose significantly, particularly for the PC+ CD44−/− group. Compared with PC group mice, the protein concentration in PC of the PC + CD44−/− group increased more significantly.

Apoptosis is a common manifestation of damage that occurs during PC (32). This particularly occurs in type II alveolar epithelial cells, which further aggravates the initial damage caused to the lung and can lead to ARDS; the apoptosis of these cells is closely related to both the progression and repair of lung injury (33). Following type II alveolar epithelial cell apoptosis, pulmonary surfactant secretion decreases, causing increased alveolar surface tension and atelectasis (34). In addition to the direct damage caused by PC, neutrophils activated by this process can directly induce apoptosis in type II alveolar epithelial cells (35). In this study, we found that the lungs of mice in the PC + CD44−/− group showed significantly increased apoptosis. In experiments where A549 cells were exposed to BALF taken from PC mice, which showed increased levels of CD44, A549 cells exposed only to BALF showed a significant increase in cell proliferation. These results indicate that CD44-knockdown can promote cell death and aggravate lung cells from apoptosis. When the CD44 gene was knocked out in mice with PC, they showed significantly increased lung injury.

In summary, our study showed that CD44 plays an important role in regulating the inflammatory response triggered by trauma. CD44-knockdown promote cell apoptosis induced by lung injury via autophagy pathways and promote tissue damage caused by excessive autophagy activation. By revealing the mechanism by which organ damage caused by excessive autophagy is alleviated, our study has identified a new therapeutic target for the treatment of PC.
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**Figure S1** Viability of A549 cells exposed to BALF. *, P<0.05 vs. the control group. BALF, bronchoalveolar lavage fluid.